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IT Staff Agencies - Move Up or Move Out!
We seem to have gained a reputation as ☁merchants of gloom
and doom' whenever we talk about the UK IT staff agency (lTSA)

market. It☂s true enough that since late 1997 we☁ve been warning
of tough times for the sector in the run up toY2K - a prophecy
that seems to have been borne out, judging by the raft of recent

profit warnings. Indeed, since the beginning of the year the
public UK lTSAs have seentheir share prices significantly

underperform all other subsectors in our 808 index. As at the

end of Aug. 99, the average
share price of UK lTSAs was
down 28% in 1999 alone -

compared with a 40% rise for
the sector as a whole. Even PC

resellers were above ☁sea-

level☁! Does this mean that

people have replaced PCs as

the latest ☁commodity☂? Indeed

this month UK lTSAs fell

Quoted UK 565 Companies -

Share Price Pertormence by Sector In 1999

lTSAs significantly underperform 808 Index

☁mega♥agencies' such as Adecco. Modis (previously known as

AccuStaff), Manpower - and perhaps ☁our very own☂ Select

Appointments. Indeed, Swiss'based Adecco has recently

toppled US staffing giant Modis as the world☂s largest lTSA,
having acquired UK market leader Delphi Group in Feb. 99
and the lTSA (and generalist) business of US Olsten Corp. last
month.The Olsten deal also boosts Adecco☂s UK lTSA revenues
by c$50m, strengthening its ☁top dog☂ position in the UK lTSA

market.

These mega-agencies are

relentlessly acquisitive - for

example, Modis has so far
bought another ten UK lTSAs
and system houses since its

initial foray into the UK market
in Nov. 97 when it acquired

Hunterskil Howard. in fact, this
level of acquisition activity in

 

another9% against a near 4%

rise in the general 808 Index.
Every lTSA recorded a share
fall.

But let☁s dispel the myth that 09098 Jan-99 Feb-99 Mar-99 Apt-99 May~99 Nn~99

the sector will help bolster

share prices and valuations of

UK lTSAs. Indeed, we suspect

that share prices of commodity

☜99 ☜999 lTSAs have already just about
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finished our first in-depth

report on the UK IT contractor and recruitment market - and far
from weeping tears over the presumed demise of lTSAs. we

actually thinkthey will enjoy a grand revival in the early years
of the new millennium. Well,

some 0/ them will, anyway,

because the UK lTSA market
post-2000 will look somewhat

different from the way it does
today.

Firstly; yes, there will always
be a market in the UK for
☁flexible' IT staffing. lTSAs are

part of the UK 808 landscape
and they☂re here to stay.
However, the heady years of
25%+ lTSA market growth are
now behind us - we☂re

forecasting a modest 12%

growth in 1999 and a return to
more familiar growth rates of

around 10% up to 2002. But this Is still a healthy, growing
market - we are not saying the UK lTSA market will decline.

Some of this growth will be driven by fee rate hikes - but well
below the 15%+ fee increases we've seen in previous years,

Secondly; just as skill shortages magnified the growth of lTSAs
- especially at the ☁commodity☁ (body shop) end of the market -
the easing of demand is already affecting the commodity lTSAs
very severely. We firmly believe that the commodity end of the

lTSA market will eventually be led by the global, generalist
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be any room in the UK market

for medium-sized commodity lTSAs - they'll have to move along
the value chain or make way for the big boys. Now there are
a number of ways to move up the value chain. One approach is

to become a ☁specialist☂ lTSA
like EFtP agencies Druid and

Diagonal - these look as much
like system houses as they do
lTSAs. Or you canbroaden the
offering to include skills-based
IT services such as training -
just look at QA/Skillsgroup. But

perhaps the most exciting way
up the value chain is to get into
HR outsourcing. The rewards
appear substantial - indeed,
Best has recently revealed a

three year HR outsourcing

contract with Prudential/

Andersen Consulting JV,

PruTec, worth "up to £35m".

But many lTSAs will find the crawl up the value chain a painful

journey - and not all will make it successfully and in one piece.

But those that have already taken the first steps are the ones

most likely to be around to enjoy the fruits of the coming 'new

golden era'in the UK 803 market.
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Revenue up, losses up, at Oxford Molecular
Oxford Molecular Group designs software for the

pharmaceutical industry. Last year they acquiredanother

quoted company Chemical Design for £6.2m and also
Cambridge Combinational. The latter caused much
controversy as it involved paying over 25m into the hands
of Oxford MoleculafsCEO☂s kid brother. Investors who had
seen the share price crash were not exactly pleased.

Given that the company said only in March that it "remained
confident of resuming the trend towards profitability☂the
latest results would not help to ease shareholder

dissatisfaction either. Although acquisitions boosted
revenues by31% to £10.2m in the six months to 30th
Jun. 99, losses before tax went up from £2.2m to £4.2m.
Results were not helped by a £1 m goodwill amortisation in
the current period. Software Solutions contributed revenues
up 7% to £6.14m with £4m from Discovery Solution
(including £32m from acquisition Cambridge
Combinational).

But Chairman Douglas Brown commented ☜Oxford
continues to make steady progress. Revenues and

overheads were in line with budget. The Software Solutions
business remains high/y seasonal with a strong bias towards
the second half. As usual results for the full year remain
highly dependent on orders taken in the second he] ☝. There
are changes at board level with founder Rod Hall retiring

and ex-Tetra Lawrence Steingold replacing current FD Derek
Marsh in Sept.

Oxford☂s share performance since flotation at 80p in 1994

has seen wide fluctuations - at one time the shares stood
at CES giving a valuation of well over £200m.They are now
standing at just 45p.

  

Autonomy back in the black at interims
EASDAQ quoted software developer Autonomy Corp. now
has a market capitalisation of c£200m. In the six months
to 30th Jun. 99☂revenue was up over three-fold at £6.2m

and they have turned the previous loss of £817K into a
PET of £147K.The growth has been fuelled by new licensing
agreements for their technology which helps companies
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Redundancies at Admiral
Entirely in line with the expectations given at the time of

the interim announcement in July, Admiral is now in the

middle of a redundancy programme in its loss-making
Training business in an attempt to cut costs. Although no
official figures have been given, we understand that

unofficially it stands at em but this could well increase as
the programme is ongoing at present. But of course with
62,500 staff in all, the actual numbers are not that large
(unless of course you are one of the unlucky ones).
A year ago Admiral☁s share price was approaching £15 -
although it has risen 4% this month it still now only stands
at 747p. But it looked at another way, the 1999 profit
forecast has only changed downwards <10% since Aug.
98, and PEs across the sector are only down c30%.
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Delcam returns to the black

"Leading international developers and suppliers of CAD/

CAM software"Delcam has returned to profits in its interim

figures for the six months to 30th Jun. 99. Revenue

increased 19% to £7.7m and the previous [055 of £676K

was turned into a PET of £509K. Delcam was badly hit last

year by the turmoil in Asia and Russia. In the current period

UK sales went up 15% with sales in US, South Korea,

Taiwan and Japan up a higher 30%. MD Hugh Humphreys

is particularly happy with the recovery in Korea andTaiwan

☜which were our worst hit operations last year☝.

Company brokers Tilney have now raised their full year

profit forecast to £850Kl£1 m - giving a PE of c125 at the

lower end of the range. After the shares were decimated

last year when they fell to c29p, they rose/recovered 52%

this month to end on 127p. But that☂s still a 51% discount

to the Nov. 97 AIM float price of 260p.

as does Easynet

ISP Easynet Group has moved into profit in the six months

to 30th Jun. 99. Revenue jumped 80% to £12.8m and the

previous loss of £490K turned into a small PBT of £150K.

Although competition from Freeserve had cut dial up income

20%, this was more than made up from other sources.
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Following on from our Page One review .News from the staff agencies.
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...Lack ofmomentum at Quantlca

Specialist IT staff agency Quantica
has announced its results for the six
months ending 31st May 99. Revenue
went up 26% to £8.3m, PBT increased
24% at £1.6m but, due to the many
more shares in issue post IPO, EPS
actually dropped 16%. Chairman Tony
Garland commented on the "Lack of
momentum in the market in H1"
coupled with a downturn in the training
side (see also Spring above) and the
main recruitment business ☜bumping
along the bottom". Garland went on to

say that ☜the outlook for the market is
brighter now that at any time in H1,

although we remain cautious for the

remainder on the financial yeaf☂.

Comment. Quantica has been
downbeat for some time on prospects.
They were launched on AIM in Jun. 98
at 124p ♥ they ended Aug. on just 43p.

  

.. but no lack of momentum at Select Appomtments
Fast growing, veryacquisitive (another seven purchases in the current financial

year to date costing £20.6m), Select Appointments has produced an excellent

set of interim results for the six months to 30th Jun. 99. Revenue was up 39%

at £530m, PBT increased 44% at £32.4m with fully diluted EPS up 34% at
17.6p. Unlike most other IT staff agencies, their IT operations grew by 31% in
the period (and 21% of this was organic) and now accounts for nearly 40% of
total revenue. 48% of sales (or £254m) comes from Europe (inc. the UK),

38% (£201 m) from the US and the remaining 14% (£75m) from Australia and
Asia. All regions are profitable with the highest operating margin at 7.9% from

the US. Overall group operating margins went up from 5.8% to 6.1%. This
month Select have sold their German subsidiary GeKo for an undisclosed
sum. GeKo "no longer forms part of the group☂s ongoing strategy☝.

Comment. Select is a global provider of specialist temporary and contract
staff and now operate in 18 different industry sectors through a network of

over 600 offices in 25 countries. In our forthcoming IT Staff Agency report
(se p12) Select appear in the 1998 Top 10 at #9 - and will no doubt rise further
in 1999. It is unlikely thatwe will ever add them to our index as the company
expects the current IT revenue percentage to fall as other niche markets

mature. But of course, perhaps due to the far wider area of operations outside
IT. the share price, although down in the last year, has fallen less than others
in the ☜pure☝ IT sector.
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A tale to two accounting 0 ware mpa es
Shares in Pegasus fell well over 10% on news of their
results for the six months to 80th Jun. 99 - although they
did recover very well (see below) to end the month up 20%

on 306p. Although revenue rose 10% to £8.1m, PBT
slumped from £632K to just £86K. However after a tax
rebate, fully diluted EPS ☁only☂ dropped 22%. Profits were

hit by problems at CSM (acquired in Mar. 97) where
implementation of its new range of accountancy practice

software hit customer problems.This, combined with higher
than expected R&D and a slower than expected roll-out
means that "the bene ts of these major investments will

now not begin to have a favourable impact until FY2000".
Well known Bob Morton has bought another 8.6% of
Pegasus thereby upping his total holding to 12.71% (and
Hubbard-Ford also bought another 1.72%).
It now looks almost certain that Sage will enter the
FTSE1OO at the next review in early September. With a
market value of £3.3b, they are now worth more than Misys
(£3.16b) and have a better ten year earnings and share

price performance record. Indeed the shares are up amere
105-fold since the 26p IPO in Dec. 1989!
Pegasus, on the other hand, was valued at £22m ten years
ago in 1989. They ended Aug. 99 worth ☜just☝ c£20m. To
rub it in even more, CEO Hubbard-Ford said in 1996 at the
time of the Sage ☜approach☝ that £27m ☜seriously
undervalued" Pegasus. But it the Sage "approach" had led

to a bid and Pegasus shareholders had bought Sage shares
with the proceeds, they would be worth over £200m today.
Oh well, we all make mistakes.

l UK woes at ilion
Network and Unix product distributor ilion☂s figures at the
six month interim stage to 30th Jun. 99 show evidence of

l the problems they are having in the UK marketplace.
☁ Although revenue went up10% to £131.9m and the official

press release quoted "PBT before exceptionals up 85%",
i actual PBT was only £61 OK compared to £1.2m last time.
Exceptionals totalled £15m, including £600K for a "disputed

. UK transaction☝ and £600m goodwill write♥off following the
partial sale of the German operation. European operations

now account for 69% of group revenue with France the

star reporting a 55% revenue rise and operating profit up

32%. According to Chairman Michael Sayers "Prospects

for H299 remain encouraging... we are working hard to

l restore the UK to its former health".

☁ Comment. ilion remains open to offers "but only if the
j terms are right☝. They rejected the July 99 Landis offer at

☁ 114p but Landis still have a 13% stake. Fighting the bid
☁ cost ilion CEZOOK - money they can ill afford. The shares

 

     

 

Sherwood does well atthe interim stage

Sherwood International supplies technology solutions for

the global insurance industry with products like AMAFlTA

and SENATOR. After our article in last month☂s System

House reviewing Sherwood☂s progress in the US, it is

pleasing to see that the company has continued to do well

at the six month stage to 30th Jun. 99. Total revenue went

up 24% to £21.8m (or a lower 20% if the JV revenue is

excluded). PBT increased a most creditable 56% to £2.9m,

with diluted EPS up 43%. There was "excellent business

across all divisions" with US revenue up well over double

at £6.9m (and now c30% of the total). The UK outsourcing

business is "positioned for further growth" but ☜as expeCted
has been comparatively quiet in 1999 due to the Y2000

effect☝. Government FM ☜continues to grow and is now
19% of turnovef☂.

CEO George Matthews commented ☜the strong rst half
reflects the strength of our business... Growth will be

supplemented by acquisitions of related businesses. I

expect to report continued progress for the full year☝.

Comment. It is interesting to see that Sherwood is not to

pursue its outsourcing relationship with ICL "in favour ofa

new agreement with CSL" (part of Deloitte Touche). But

they will continue to supply services to existing UK clients

under the ICL partnership - it☂s only new deals that are

frozen. As we have reported before in our BPO Watch
articles, CSL is one of the most successful BPO operations

around and the new agreement will move them into the

insurance sector. Mind you, to take on the 0805 and EDS☂

of this world, ShenNood really needs a high-class partner

such as CSL.
The shares have jumped another 16% this month to end

on 538p - that☁s a rise of 59% this year. The PE now stands
at c46 - high but not outrageously so. Company☂s broker
ABN Amro have upgradedthe full year forecast from £6.9m

to £7.3m.
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Merant "very pleased" with £7.9m loss
Merant (was Micro Focus before £335m Intersolv mega merger in mid-1998)
has announced 01 (to 31sl July 99) revenue up 88% at £54.9m and PET (ex.
goodwill amortisation) was £1.4m - down from £5.1m last time. After goodwill,

a loss of £7.9m was reported (PBT £3.4m last time)
Merant is "very pleased with the results" and is excited about its potential in the
"legacy to web applications☝ space.
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ICM Computer Group has bought Merit Support ("top

end" consultancy) from the administrators for £300K cash.
We like lCM☁s CEO Barry Roberts comments on Merits

☜They are highly respected and boast an enviable list of

blue chip customer relationships☝. Clearly, in the end, these
customers didn't appear to do Merit much good.

Recently quoted Freeserve has agreed to acquire
Babyworld.com Ltd for £3.7m and is also to launch an
internet based credit card in conjunction with HFC bank.

As one would expect from a name like Babyworld. the

company provide internet based services etc. for pregnant
women and new parents.
uK-NASDAQer 4Front Technologies is to acquire
European computer and telecomms company SIL Service
Industries for $2.3m. 4Front ☜expects that SIL will contribute
at least $20m revenues in the first twelve months".
Computer games developer Eidos has invested $23m
(£14.3m) in two Spanish games publishers with a 25% stake
in Pyro Studios and a 75% interest in Proein.

Virtualinternet has raised £1.17m for working capital in a

placement of 510K shares at 230p. At the same time, they
announced their maiden interim results since floating on

AIM in January in a £15m deal which created the company
through a reverse takeover of Charriol. On revenue of
£356K in the six months to Apr. 99, losses were three times

higher at £1.08m. Still they are an ISP so what can one

expect. Their current capitalisation is £51.7m.

Mondus.com, an ISP start-up, has raised $12m (£7.4m)
from Eden Capital. The funds are to be used to launch a
new internet purchasing service.
Engineering group lnvensys (created by the merger of BTR
and Siebe) has continued its expansion into 808 by
spending £52.4m on UK Data Collection Services (£38.5m)
and US Com-Trol (£13.9m). UKDCS has systems to
remotely read electricity meters and has £20.3m revenue
and operating profits of 24m. Com-Trol manufactures control
systems for commercial fridges and has £7.7m revenue
and profits of £1m.

Synstar, in association with Erlccson, has announced
plans to open Ireland's "largest and most technically
advanced"business recovery centre in Dublin in September.

PR company Financial Dynamics (used by quite a few of
our readers) has been acquired by US Lighthouse
Holdings for £40m. Pretty good given that FD was valued
at 28m just a year ago at the time of the MBO from CGT.
Reseller lsec Computer Systems has been acquired by
US Causeway Technologies for an undisclosed sum. lsec
specialises in software and services for the utility and
transport sectors.

Consultancy reseller Text Systems has placed its two
holding companies into receivership in order to facilitate
an MBO and free itself of debt. Text Systems left the
hardware scene some two years ago causing a revenue
fall from over £1 3m to under 29m in 1997. The new company

will trade as Text Systems Solutions.

Guardian IT has entered into a conditional agreement with
US quoted Strategic Corp. to acquire French subsidiaries
Twinsys Dataguard and Strategia Europe. Consideration
will be $5.3m plus FFr5,5m plus another $1.8m for inter-
group debt (total c£5m in all). The acquired companies had
combined 1998 reVenues of £5.8m and losses of £123K.
The acquisitions are expected to be earnings enhancing
(before goodwill amortisation) in the first full year.

Anite☂s AGM statement said that the first phase of its   September 1999 7

Mergers andacquisitions - continued

reorganisation had been "striking/y successful☝ and
Chairman Alec Daly said the group was "continuing its strong
performance and remains confident of a year of further
growt At the same time they announced the sale of their

publishing business 5 Fifteen Ltd (love the name - wonder
whether this is the time they knock-off or the time the deal

was struck!) in an MBO valued at 22m (£1.69m now, rest
in three tranches up to 2003).The market liked the positive
news and the shares and rose 4% this month -and are up

38% in 1999 so far.
Irish staffing business Parc Group has acquired Qualitech

Recruitment for £3.94m - Parc☁s second IT acquisition.
Qualitech provides IT staff to the financial services industry.

Principal Distribution has called in the receivers. PD used
to be part of P&P and were the leading Mac distributor in
the early 19905. The receivership is even worse as it was
only some six weeks ago that a second MBO took place
after Rod McMillan sold 49% and stepped down.

IBM Global Financing is backing an MBO at IBM reseller
Technology Business ComputersTBC had 1998 revenue
up 62% at I£21.5m with PBT up 92% to £1.15m.

Misys has acquired independent financial adviser network
provider Financial Options Group for an initial £30m plus
up to a further £10m. Misys will then become the UK☁s
largest IFA network business. In 1998, F0 had combined

revenues of £30.5m and PET of £1.8m.

ISP Affinity Internet Holdings has bought telephony
reseller BrightFibre Communications for c£SOK. Affinity

now claims to have overtaken America Online as the UK☂s
#2 ISP.
AIM listed PolyDoc has declared its intention to acquire

AppliedNet for an undisclosed sum. For those who are
not too aware of PolyDoc, they arean Anglo-Dutch

knowledge management software company (they are also

listed on the Amersterdam Nieuwe market). AppliedNet was

backed by 3i to the tune of £1.5m.
System Integrated Research couldn't finalise terms for
the bid announced back in May. SiR☂s share price dived by

26% to 28p this month as a result.

Jeff Trendell☂s Syan (IBM midrange outsourcing) plans an
IPO.

For the record, the new company formed by the merger of
Proteus International (molecular modelling software and
in our SCSI index) and Therapeutic Antibodies.

announced in May, will be known as Protherics.

Mike Tilbrook☂s MMT Computing has sold its 10% stake
in Trace; half to Intrinsic value and half to RBSTB

Nominees. Not the end of this story though...
NetBenefit has acquired France☂s VOXPOP Internet
Publishing for an undisclosed consideration. VOXPOP,
which is NetBenefit☂s reseller in France. had revenues of
FFr.1.2m in the nine months to June 99.

  

fWoritp

     ce technologies sold '
I y _ hologies (M) has been acquired by NTL

fine tiASD Ct piloted UK based cable group - at 228p per
shareivaiuin Workplace at £83m. Before the initial
'ampt'inoément of a possible bid; the shares were standing
'a aroma fid'sp and the. bid price represents a premium of

' appears an exceitent fit for NTLls modem national
bank network while, WT builds corporate networks. The deal
will enable NTL to offer clients a one-stop comma service

with the emphasis on data transmission. WT also
announced its interim results to Jun. 99 and despite
☁reVenue up 41% a: £56.2m. the previous PET of £1.3m
Was turned into. a loss of 俉280K.
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New IP05
Baron Corporation

Baron Corp. has been formed to take over Baron Systems

(software applications for the leisure industry with a recently

acquired internet booking service to enable golfers to book

tee-times in advance). This month Baron floated on AIM at

£1 witha placing of 3m shares valuing Baron Corp. at £3.2m.

The shares immediately raced ahead to a c82% premium

but then fell back to end August on 131p ♥ a 31% premium.

Bob Morton (see also p4) is non-exec. Chairman.

Full year figures for BS show revenue down 37% at £2.4m

and a loss of £175K (PBT £85K last time). Interim figures

for the eight months to Apr. 99 show revenue of £1.5m and

a loss before tax of £84K. We have now added Baron to

our index.

and NetStore also prepares for flotation

Application service provider company NetStore (backed

by Michael Jackson (Chairman of Sage) with 1% and Paul

Barry-Walsh (who recently led the M80 at Safetynet) with

25%) is evidently preparing for a flotation. This could be

both on the LSE and NASDAQ at a potential up to £350m

valuation. Not bad for a three year old loss making company

with sales of 21m! It should provide a massive return for

all concerned, including V05 31. NatWest and Barclays.
Red Hat launches on NASDAQ

US software company Red Hat markets the tree Linux

operating system which is widely regarded as a possible

alternative to halt the remorseless advance of Microsoft.

Linux is the fastest growing new operating system with an

estimated 17% of servers sold in 1998 using this system.
Launched at $14, in the first hectic hour of trading the shares

rocketed over three-fold to $50 and ended the day even
higher at over $52. At this price, Red Hat was valued at a

staggering $3bn - not bad for a company with revenues of

less that $11m and one that has never made a profit. But

Red Hat has the backing of IBM, Compaq and Intel and is

involved in the internet so normal judgements don☂t

apparently apply!

Comment. Red Hat only has a passing involvement in the

internet and has no product of its own. Indeed Linux is

given away free over the internet. Red Hat makes its money

"by providing support to people who use Linux".

In other words Red Hat is a pure IT services company.

Perhaps the Amer/cans are at last getting the oft repeated
Holway message?

_System House __

   

   
   

Profit warning from MSW Technology
Shares in MSW (MAPS personal records database software)

fell sharply when they announced an expected loss for the

full year to May 99 of c£1.6m. Company brokers Gilbert

Elliot had been expecting a PET of CEBOOK. The reason

given is that a big contract was not finalised in the financial

year although they added that current trading is ☁Satisfacton/C

Sales director Ray Ride has left the company.
MSW was a new issue at 97p in Nov. 98.The shares have
dropped 40% this month to end on 81 p.

Origin... Rob Pickering has really been a star in his year
as CEO at Origin 8V. Latest results for six months to 30th
June show revenues up 16% at Euro 865m but PBT up
threefold to Euro 65m. Clearly Origin is now a valuable
(indeed perhaps undervalued) asset to parent Philips. We
are sure that wo_rth will be realisedbefore long.
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Acquisitive Torex continues to progress
Ex tool-hire company Torex is now a pure 863 company after a string of acquisitions and disposals. At the interim stage

to 30th Jun. 98, revenue almost doubled to £18.5m although PET was only up a lower 11% to £1.8m. EPS increased an

even smaller 3%. All divisions did well and Torex Medical now claims to be the UK market leader in the supply of

computer systemsto GPs after acquisitions including AAH Meditel and Hollowbrook. 3,000 UK practices use Torex
systems, Torex Retail increased its revenue 31% to £9.5m helped in part by the acquisition of Systems Guidance in Apr.

99. Torex Services "has made an excellent start» with a very satisfactory contribution to profits".

Chairman Chris Moore is delighted with the results. "Demand for our products and services remains strong, with all

divisions trading ahead or in line with budget... I am confident that pro ts in H2 will exceed those reported in H1 and will

re ect an increased rate of growth over that previously experienced". Torex is to continue with its acquisition policy and

FD Mark Pearman is reported as saying that the company "could afford to spend up to £80m☝♥ not that tar short of their

current capitalisation of £99m. House brokers Beeson Gregory have upgraded their full year profit forecast from £4.8m

to £5.2m.

Comment. Torex should benefit from government plans to give every GP a computer to access on-line health information

and a link by e-mail to the whole NHS at a total estimated cost of c£40m. Pearman is estimating Torex☂s share of this at

up to 29m as it has some 30% of the total practice market of 10,000. Indeed up to £1b is pledged to update primary care

systems in the UK over the next six years.

Initially we were fearful that Torex would do a Trace and get involved in too many disparate areas. But curconcerns were

heeded and Torex has prospered with its now well focused activities. Their share price has really started to motor. Up

another 11% this month to end on 298p and 236% this year so far.
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London Bridge is going up... and up
"Leading international supplier of software and services for

credit risk management and CHM systems" London
Bridge Software (LBS) has announced another set of

sparkling results at the interim stage to 30th Jun. 99. Total
revenue more than doubled to £19.5m (even organic
revenues virtually doubled), PBT went up 31% to £3.5m

with diluted EPS up 5.5%. PBT would have been ever better

but for the founder☂s bonus at the Asia Pacific subsidiary.
The results "reflect continued growth in the core business☝
including their largest order to date with a leading motor
credit supplier. Recurring revenues accounted for 27% (or

£5.3m), licence fees 45% (£8.8m) and consultancy/
implementation the remaining 28% (£5.4m).
For the future, Chairman Gordon Crawford (who has added
over £20m to his personal fortune with this month's share
rise!) speaking to analysts on the ☁phone from an undeclared
holiday destination said ☜the company has made excellent
progress across all aspects of our operations. The short
term prospect list looks strong (so apparently no Y2K worries
either)... we continue to focus on areas we believe should
give outstanding opportunities [or growth and increased
pro ts in the medium and long term☜.
London Bridge this month has acquired 97.1% of US RSI
Group Inc. for $24m (part cash, part shares). RSI provide
"software and services for the collection and recovery of
delinquent accounts" and had 1998 revenues of $5.2m and
profits of $23K with 60 employees. LBS hope to acquire
the balance of the shares "shortly☂.
Comment. Although we admit to some initial concerns,
we are delighted to have been proved wrong. LBS is a
shining example of just what a UK software company can
achieve. The company was floated in Mar. 97 at 200p. If
you had been lucky enough to get any at this price, you
would have had a 11-fold return on your original investment
as may ended the month up another 5% on £22. Mind you
this is a "vertiginous" (many thanks to the FI' for this apt
description) PE of c111 - high by any standards and this
for a company that☁s only some five years old. House
brokers, Henderson Crosthwaite are now forecasting profits
of £12.7m for the full year. These ratings, as Investors
Chronicle said, ☜not only leaves the shares heavily exposed
but means the company can☂t afford to put a foot wrong in
the future".
Crawford's own holding must now be worth c£400m (he
came out topin our shareholder valuation in the 1999 Holway
Report and looks as though he will do so in the next too!)

UK Software and IT Services Market Growth In Real Terms

(Le. excludan In ation)

Actual 1985 to 1993 - Forecast 1999 - 2004

5%

0'1.
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Dialog still needs to prove itself
In six months to 30th Jun. 99, Dialog announced revenues

slightly down at £87.3m, operating profit down from £1 3.5m to
£10.8m, PBT down substantially by 76% to £1 t7m (after goodwill
amortisation. interest charges etc.) and EPS down an even
higher 83%. Their Information Services Division - by far the
largest - saw revenue decline 6.5% to £80.6m although internet
based solutions increased revenues 20% and now represents
023% of the total division☂s revenue. Web Solutions saw
revenues almost treble to £6m. The smallest division - e-
commerce - achieved revenues of £714K after the Dec. 98

launch of OfficeShopper.

The company is still in talks about the re nancing of its massive
debt burden. CEO Dan Wagner appears happy to consider
offers for various parts of the company and this may well assist
with the refinancing package

Comment. We have always believed that Dialog has

considerable potential. But the massive debt of c$85m and

repayments + interest of c$22m annually combined with Dan

Wagner☂s management style are serious millstones. Whereas

other internet stocks (and Dialog has more claim to be one
than many) get given very much higher ratings on zero revenues

and larger losses, Dialog will still have to demonstrate its worth
rst by producing some good positive results.The shares ended
Aug. up 10% on 76p ~ that☂s a capitalisation of ☁just' £121m.
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Are we to welcome Techmark?

Perhaps the most important LSE-type news since the announcement of the launch of the FTSE IT index in late 1997, is

this month☂s news of the launch of a new Exchange for high tech. stocks to be called Techmark. At present the LSE has

failed to confirm this, but the press coverage has been so extensive that not to proceed now would be extremely

embarrassing.

It looks as if 100 companies will be "invited" to join the new Exchange. They are unlikely to invite very many from AIM.

In order to ensure that companies such as Misys retain their hard won l-☁l'SEtOO status, they will be able, apparently. to

be listed on both markets. We understand that IPO regulations will be "relaxed" so that green field companies have a

chance.

We have had many calls on this subject this month, so you probably know our views by now.

Basically, we are all for this move and have lobbied hard for it. But we think it should have been done some years ago.

"Better late than never☝. However, we suspect it has been done rather reluctantly and only after it eventually dawned on

the powers-that-be that the threat from NASDAQ (and to a lesser extent EASDAQ) and the Euro.NM (particularly the
Neuer Markt) were pretty serious. We know of quite a few UK 805 companies a long way downthe road towards IPOs
in Frankfurt.
So having come rather reluctantly to the party, will the LSE get it right? The key thing is to get liquidity in the stocks. We

suggest that they copy the NMs and demand at least 25% of NEW shares to be part of any IPO. That should ensure that
investors insist that any funds are used for growth - not just lining the pockets of the founders.

The other issue is getting investors interested. We strongly advocate that the VCT rules (income tax rebates and CGT
roll-overs) should apply to Techmark investments - certainly to new lPOs or fund-raising. We also need to get the larger

institutions like the pension funds more interested in investing in the predominately smaller companies which will dominate

Techmark. The FT reported that US pension funds are 5% invested in new ventures - it☂s just 0.5% in the UK. .

Techmark MUST succeed. It must not be allowed to be an AIM. If it fails, the tech. exchange axis will shift irreversibly
away from London. City institutions and the UK 808 sector will both be losers. Come to that...so will we! Nothing would
give us more pleasure than bringing you all Techmark Research.

    

DataGroup buys
Derek Lewis☂ (of M88, Technology plc and Vertex fame)
DataGroup has announced their first acquisition with the
purchase of Thesaurus Computer Services (TCS) - no
amount disclosed but we would guess at £15/E16m based
on similar transactions. TCS (systems and software

engineering support) had 1999 revenues of £10 and £1.8m
PBT. That☂s a very impressive margin. Indeed it looks a
very high quality operation which is entirely IT services
based, little or no TPM, long term customer relationship
and a blue chip customer base.

DataGroup ☜aims to make a total of £150m acquisitions
and plans to seek a full market listing at the appropriate

time". Clearly a company to watch.
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1 999 IT Staff Agency Report

D Master copy @ £1250 NOTE - Special reduced price of £950 applies tor orders received prior to 30th Sep. 99
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I 1999 Holway Report
: [3 Master copy @ 22,450 E] CD-ROM Package £4900 +VAT E Additional copies @2850
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B One year's subscription 8 £340 p.8D ☜4 - copy subscrlptlan☝ a £680 paDSlte licence a 21000 p.c.+VAT|:]lntranet version £1500 pa. + VAT

6th edition Software and Com utin Services lndust in Euro 9 Re ort

Master copy at 26,200 I Additional copies @ £990 each

Cheque payable to Richard Holway Ltd.

Richard Holway Ltd, PO Box 133, Cheque enclosed El Please invoice my company

FARNHAMA Surrey, GU10 He.

Signed: ___ ___ J DaEL___________
52,5☝;☜0 is published monthly by Fiichard Holway Limited. PO Box 183, Famham. Surrey, GU101YG. Telephonemzsz 781545; Fax: 01252 781546;
Email Internet:Holway@Compuserve.com which also publishes the annual 'Holway Report' and the☜Sohware and Computing Services Industryin Europe

Raport☝. Richard Holway has been a director of several computing services companies and might hold stock in companies featured.

@1999 Richard Holway Limited. The information contained in this publication may not be reproduced without the written permission oi the publishers. Whilst every care

has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this document, the publishers cannot be held responsible for any errors or any consequences

thereoL Subscribers are advised to lake independent advice before taking any action. System House® is a registered trademark oi Richard Hoiway Limited.
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